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On 1 March 2022, the ACT Supreme Court 
handed down costs orders that add to an 
already expensive saga for Dreamtime Supply 
Company Pty Ltd (Dreamtime) and its new 
employees who used information owned by 
the employees’ previous employer, Steadfast 
ICT Security Pty Ltd (Steadfast), in breach of 
contractual and statutory obligations owed.
The costs orders follow decisions of Mossop J last year, 
which found that a number of employees had breached 
obligations owed to Steadfast in diverting business to, and 
using information for the benefit of, their new employer 
Dreamtime.  

Dreamtime, as well as the main offending employee, Mr. 
Peak, is now liable to pay not only compensation of more than 
AU$1.18 million, but also costs, including on a lawyer-client 
basis, from the date of a rejected offer of settlement. The 
other three individuals are liable for party-party costs.

Facts
Mr. Peak, who had been the general manager of Steadfast, 
worked with Mr. Glavonjic, a former director of Steadfast 
and current director of Dreamtime, to divert business from 
Steadfast to Dreamtime, exploiting the goodwill of Steadfast 
and using the confidential information, intellectual property 
and business systems of Steadfast to build the business of 
Dreamtime. Mr. Peak was assisted in his actions by two other 
previous employees of Steadfast, who then followed him to 
Dreamtime.

Steadfast is an IT security company that had worked in 
partnership with Dreamtime in order to obtain work under 
an Australian government scheme. Following Mr. Glavonjic’s 
departure as director of Steadfast, Mr. Peak (while still an 
employee of Steadfast) and Mr. Glavonjic commenced 
action to make Dreamtime a competitor of Steadfast. In 
doing so, they took employees, information and business 
opportunities with them over to Dreamtime. The deliberate 
nature of the acts was highlighted by evidence that, at one 
point, Mr. Glavonjic was considering purchasing the business 
of Steadfast, but then decided to simply take the business 
and profitability of Steadfast over to Dreamtime. Given Mr. 
Glavonjic’s position as director of Dreamtime, Dreamtime was 
found to have had full knowledge of these unlawful actions 
taken for its benefit.

This case involved blatant theft of confidential information and 
diversion of business opportunities. In his decision, Mossop 
J expressly called out the common misperception of senior 
employees that the success or growth of a company is due 
to their hard work and, therefore, they have some sort of 
legitimate claim to the business generated. As Mossop J 
stated, Mr. Peak’s “sense of entitlement” was “completely at 
odds with his legal obligations”.

Account of Profits 
Dreamtime’s knowledge of its employees’ actions resulted 
in an order for an account of profits in the amount of 
AU$1,187,249.64 (Profits) being made against it in August 
2021. Mossop J highlighted that although additional work was 
performed by Dreamtime in making the Profits, it “does not 
deny the fact that it was built upon the foundation of Steadfast’s 
documents, information, business systems and opportunities 
all taken by Mr. Peak in breach of his statutory duty.”

The order against Dreamtime was a beneficial one for 
Steadfast for two reasons. First, Dreamtime was far more 
likely than the former employees to have the funds to meet 
a monetary order of such size. Second, the account of profits 
approach required Steadfast to show the profit would not 
have been made but for the dishonest wrongdoing, which 
was less difficult than assessing contractual or statutory 
damages on the basis the latter would require the need to 
resolve a number of causation issues raised, such as the 
impact of serious internal quarrels existing within Steadfast.  

In addition to the order against Dreamtime, in December 
2021, Mossop J made further compensation orders against 
Mr. Peak and one other employee under the Corporations 
Act 2001 (Cth). Although these orders were hefty (one for 
the amount of Profits and the other over AU$200,000), it 
was confirmed that Steadfast could only recover a maximum 
amount equal to the Profits – that is, Steadfast could only 
recover the loss once and could not receive a windfall due 
to the fact that several people were involved in the actions 
causing the loss.

Breach of Confidentiality Obligations Continues to 
Be an Expensive Exercise for Previous Australian 

Employees and Their New Employer
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The Employment Contracts
The actions of the employees involved numerous instances 
of breach of contractual, fiduciary and statutory duties. 
Steadfast’s well-drafted employment contracts prevented 
the employees from being able to defend their actions on 
the basis that Dreamtime was a related body corporate of 
Steadfast. The drafting of the employees’ confidentiality 
clauses meant that this was no defence – they were required 
to only use the confidential information in the course of their 
employment, which they clearly went beyond when they 
used the information to build the business of Dreamtime.

The restraint clauses examined in the case show, once again, 
that an employer cannot take a one-size-fits-all approach to 
its restraints should it wish to be able to rely on them. In 
this case, the two-year restraint of Mr. Peak was not only 
enforced, but also relevant in calculating the period of profits 
that needed to be accounted for. Mr. Peak’s restraint was 
enforceable for its maximum duration due to specific factors, 
including qualification by location and a required connection 
between Mr. Peak and the clients. It was also found to be 
a suitable restraint given the nature of Mr. Peak’s role, the 
type of business Steadfast operated within and Mr. Peak’s 
remuneration.

In contrast, the six-month restraints of the two other 
relevant employees were found to be unreasonable and 
unenforceable. This was due to reasons including the restraint 
clauses used words (such as “client” and “group”) that were 
not properly defined (or defined at all) and attempting to 
give those words some meaning would have expanded the 
scope of the restraints beyond what would be considered 
reasonable.

Lessons for Employers
• Do not involve your company in conduct that will 

induce a breach of the contractual and statutory 
obligations that any new employees of your 
organisation continue to owe to third parties.

• Do not be tempted to use information or client 
contacts of your new employee’s previous employer.

• Do draft reasonable, individually tailored restraint 
of trade clauses, as well as clauses regarding 
confidential information and intellectual property. 
Well-drafted employment agreements will bolster 
the protections afforded to employers by statute and 
fiduciary duties. 
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